We test the suitability of a variety of explicit symplectic integrators for molecular dynamics calculations on Hamiltonian systems. These integrators are extremely simple algorithms with low memory requirements, and appear to be well suited for large scale simulations. We first apply all the methods to a simple test case using the ideas of Berendsen and van Gunsteren. We then use the integrators to generate long time trajectories of a 1000 unit polyethylene chain. Calculations are also performed with two popular but nonsymplectic integrators. The most efficient integrators of the set investigated are deduced. We also discuss certain variations on the basic symplectic integration technique.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are important in many areas of chemical physics and macromolecular chemistry.1-3 We are particularly interested in large scale MD simulations involving a minimum of 1000 atoms, and perhaps as many as several hundred thousand atoms, over very long time scales. Such large simulations are of interest not only in standard macromolecular modeling of, e.g., protein 2 and polymer dynamics,3 but also in the modeling of recently proposed nanotechnology ideas. 4 There are many different types of MD simulations,I-3 and it should be emphasized that the symplectic methods we discuss are only directly applicable to MD simulations of Hamiltonian equations of motion.
There are many reviews available on the fundamentals of classical MD simulations. 1 ,2 MD simulations involve first setting up the initial geometry and velocities of the particles, and then the numerical integration of the classical equations of motion. Numerical integration is the most computationally intensive part of an MD simulation. As the number of particles in a simulation increases, the numerical integration can represent a severe bottleneck to progress. Numerical integration routines 5 ,6 generally require a number of force evaluations, i.e., evaluations of the negative gradient of the potential, in order to advance a trajectory by a given time step. The computational time is generally proportionate to the number of force evaluations taken. Two of us have recently introduced a number of improvements? that take advantage of certain mathematical simplifications and programming techniques to reduce the computational etIort in evaluating the forces. Another possibility, of course, is to consider the use of alternative and potentially more efficient numerical integration techniques, i.e., techniqu,es that require fewer force evaluations to achieve a time step of a given accuracy.
A common numerical integration algorithm in MD simulations is the Verlet method. 1 ,2,8 It has the advantage of being easy to program and is very robust, i.e., it can generate stable, long time trajectories. The Verlet method is a symplectic integrator 9 -19 (SI), and its reliability is now understood to be in part due tothiS. 16 ,19 SIs are special algorithms for solving the classical equations of motion (Hamilton's equations) that are guaranteed to preserve certain dynamical properties that the exact trajectories are known to exhibit. Over the past ten years there has been an explosion of research into SIS. 9 -19 It has often been demonstrated that SIs provide reliable long time trajectories which exhibit features typical of the true dynamics. It is also anticipated that some SIs should be more efficient than other, more standard numerical methods of solving the classical equations of motion. Recently, Okunbor and SkeeI 15 (a) tested two SIs in relation to an 864 atom Lennard-Jones model of liquid argon, and noted that these SIs were more efficient than a related, but nonsymplectic algorithm chosen for comparison. Tuckerman et al. have also developed and discussed certain SIs in the MD context, although they emphasized the reversible nature of their methods as opposed to the symplectic property. 16 These researchers also suggested some very interesting means of reducing the force computational effort by evaluating only short-range forces during some parts of the integration procedure. Such "multiple time scale" methods will not be investigated here, although conceivably some of the SI algorithms we discuss could be made more efficient with such ideas. Note also that SIs have recently been found to be useful in wave packet dynamics. I? (Exact quantum dynamics may also be viewed as a symplectic structure. 17 (b» There are a great variety of SIs to choose from, and one of the purposes of the present work is to deduce which SIs provide the most efficient means for carrying out MD simulations. We also discuss certain logical variations on the basic explicit SI approach.
Section II A below outlines the explicit SI methods of interest to us, Sec. II B discusses some variations on the basic technique, and Sec. II C outlines a Hamiltonian model for a 1000 unit model of polyethylene. This represents a challenging system owing to the variety of high and low frequency modes present, and also provides a useful model for the larger nanosystems 4 that we plan to investigate in future work. Section III A presents a careful assessment of the various integrators in relation to a simple test case following the approach of Berendsen and van Gunsteren, He) and Sec. III B presents results for the more complex polyethylene chain. Section IV concludes.
II. METHODS

A. Explicit symplectic integrators
An SI is a particular algorithm for generating approximate solutions of a Hamiltonian system of ordinary differential equations, dp/dt= -aH/aqio dq/dt=aHlap/, (1) where (q I ,p /), i = 1, ... , N is a set of N canonically conjugate coordinates and momenta, and H is the classical Hamiltonian function. Unlike many numerical methods for solving sets of ordinary differential equations, e.g., standard Runge-Kutta algorithms,s SIs are specifically tailored to Hamiltonian systems because they satisfy the symplectic property that exact solutions to Eq. (1) must satisfy.9-2o This implies that approximate solutions generated by an SI preserve the N Poincare integral invariants of the Hamiltonian system. The Nth invariant is the total phase space volume, and thus Liouville's theorem is automatically satisfied in a symplectic integration. The other invariants are less easily visualized, but are also certain phase space integrals; see Ref. 21 for a clear discussion. The symplectic property is most directly related to the behavior of ensembles of trajectories. (Alternatively, one can view the symplectic condition as requiring the existence of a certain differential invariant 18 along a trajectory.) However, individual trajectories generated by an SI, particularly in the long time limit, can be more accurate and stable than those generated by comparable nonsymplectic approaches.
We will investigate several explicit SIs that appear well suited to MD simulations because of their extreme simplicity and low memory requirements. Implicit SIS,14 which generally involve the iterative solution of a nonlinear equation to advance the coordinates and momenta by a time step, will not be investigated. (These latter methods seem less well suited to large scale MD simulations, but may be of use for smaller problems with relatively simple potential functions.) The SIs of interest here assume that the Hamiltonian is of the formH=T+V, where Tdepends only on the momenta, and V depends only on the coordinates. This is typically the case in many MD simulations. They are all of the following form:
where we use the vector notation q=:; (qJ , q2, ... , qN)' P=:; (PloP2, ... , PN) and F(q) =-aV(q)/aq, G(p) =aT(p)/ap. Given coordinates and momenta at some time t, (q(O),pCOY), the M steps or "stages" given by Eq. (2) generate (q(M) ,p(M»), the SI approximation to the coordinates and momenta at time t+ T. The 2M coefficients (ak ,b k ) may be determined to be such that the error in the new coordinates and momenta is O( -1'+ 1), which defines a method of Lth order accuracy. For low orders L~4, one often has L=M, i.e., M steps are used to generate a step accurate to Lth order. Occasionally one of the coefficients in Eq. (2) is zero so that one less force evaluation is required and, effectively, one can think of the method as involving M -1 steps. In the case of L>4, it is usually the case that M> L. One repeatedly applies Eq. (2) to generate a trajectory over many time steps. Note that Eq. (2) is self-starting and that in general there is no need to save intermediate results, i.e., Eq. (2) is simply a series of updates of the coordinates and momenta. Thus these methods have extremely low memory requirements. (In some of the cases where one of the SI coefficients is zero, it may be most efficient to also save, in addition to the current coordinates and momenta, a force vector.) In typical MD simulations G is trivial, and the numerical work is dominated by the number of evaluations of the force F.
To see immediately that Eq. (2) is symplectic, note that any exact classical Hamiltonian time evolution is symplectic, and that each stage k in Eq. (2) consists first of an exact time evolution under a Hamiltonian consisting of just V for a "time" b k T, followed by an exact time evolution under just T for a time akT. Thus, Eq. (2) 16 (a) recently discussed various VerIet methods from a similar perspective.) Equation (2) is also similar to a Runge-Kutta method, and, indeed, Calvo and Sanz-Serna [2 and Okunbur and SkeeI 15 (b) have derived symplectic Runge-Kutta-Nystrom (RKN) and partitioned Runge-Kutta algorithms with advanced techniques from numerical analysis. These SIs are sometimes not explicitly given in the form of Eq. (2), but can easily be cast into this form. The symplectic RKN methods are also usually derived with the slightly more restrictive assumption that T=(2m)-I. pT. p, so that G=m-1.p, where m is a diagonal mass matrix. (McLachlan and Atela also assumed a quadratic kinetic energy in developing their fourth-and fifth-order methodsY) The same SI can often be derived with any of the above approaches, but a particular approach may suggest an SI not readily evident by applying the other approaches.
It is often straightforward 9 ,IO to extend the SI of Eq. (2) to the case of a time-dependent potential V(q,t (qj , ... ,qN,qN+l) . Assuming the SI was derived to accommodate the form of the new kinetic energy functione.g., the general T SIs discussed above-then one may sim-ply apply the same SI method but to the extended phase space Hamiltionian. Effectively, all that changes in relation to a time-independent case is that the time needs to be updated by akT at the end of each stage. 1O (Actually, for the particular case of a time-dependent potential, the RKN-type SIs can also be used, without any loss of order, in a similar manner. 12 (b) ,12(C) Classical microscopic reversibility symmetry22 manifests itself in the following very specific way. Let q,,(nh) , PaCnh) be a particular solution generated by repeated iterations n=O,1,2, ... of Eq. (2) with T=+h. Then there is also a particular solution qbC -nh), PbC -nh), generated by repeated iterations n=O,1,2, ... ofEq. (2) with T= -h, that is related to the firsJ solution by ~C -nh) =q,,(nh) and
PbC-nh)=-Pa(nh).
A rather subtle point is that this does not necessarily mean that the SI is time reversible l3 ,16 or, equivalently, that trajectories can be back-integrated exactly back to their initial phase point by applying Eq. (2) with negative time steps ... If we use the condensed notation z=(q,p) for a phase point, then Eq. (2) may be symbolized as z' =S( 7')z, where z' is the phase point after a time step T and S is the classical evolution operator. A time reversible method satisfies z=S( -T)Z', i.e., S-I( T) =S( -T), and this mayor may not be exactly the case, depending on the nature of the coefficients in Eq. (2). Table I lists the coefficients of the various SIs we will test. The symplectic leapfrog method (si2.a) is a formally two stage, second-order (and reversible) method due to Ruth. 19 However, because b 1 = 0 it is possible to prog~am this method so that just one force evaluation is involved per time step. That is, Eq. (2) may be written as
The si2.a method is identical to the position VerIet method of Tuckerman et aL 16 As discussed in Refs. 16(a) and 16 (b) , this method is related to but not exactly the same as the usual VerIet method?,8 (See also Sec. II B below.) The si3.a method, again due· to Ruth,9 is a three stage, third-order method. Three force evaluations are required per time step. The si3.b method is a different parameterization due to McLachlan and Atela that is designed to minimize a certain measure of the time step error.11 The si4.a and si4.b methods may be viewed as the next order equivalents to si3.a and si3.b. Note, however, that the si4.b method was derived with the restriction that the kinetic energy function be quadratic in the momenta. The si4.c method is a five stage, fourth-order method originally due to Calvo and Sanz-Sema. 14 This method, based on RKN ideas, also requires a quadratic kinetic energy form. Table I also includes a sixth-order method due to Yoshida,13 which we label as si6.a. This method, while sixth order, involves eight stages and is designed to be reversible. (Yoshida actually presented several possible sixthorder integrators; we chose his "solution A," because it appeared to be the most efficient when we tested his methods with a simple model.) Note that, as with si2.a, the si4.a, si4.c, and si6.a methods can be programmed in such a way as to involve one less force evaluation than the number of stages M.
The set of SIs examined here is not exhaustive, but is representative of the various explicit SIs in the current literature. One might reasonably inquire: what distinguishes two SIs that are exact to the same order L but derived by different means and involve (curiously) different coefficients? 1\vo s\lch methods (e.g., si3.a and si3.b of Table I ) will agree in the following sense. Consider a time step T, and analytically compute q(T) and peT) using Eq. (2) Moreover, these particular coefficients will agree with the result of taking the exact solutions for q( T) and p( i), formally expanding about 7=0, and using Hamilton's equations, Eq. (1), to simplify the various derivatives. The two methods will, in general, disagree in the various higher order terms, i.e., the coefficients of -1-+1, -1-+2; etc. McLachlan and Atela,l1 e.g., derived the si3.b method so that the errors associated with the i terms were minimized in some sense. In the limit of T becoming quite small, the error -will be dominated by this first nonzero error term, and so one naturally expects si3.b to be better than si3.a in this limit. However, for moderate or larger time steps one or more higher order error terms playa role, and it is less clear what to expect. What constitutes a "moderate" time step mayor may not be the time step (and accuracy) limit of most relevance. Unfortunately, the actual expressions for the error terms in T 4 , ; , ••• become progressively more involved, and it is difficult to make obvious a priori decisions regarding the superiority of one Lth order method over another, or, indeed, the superiority of a method of one order over a method of a different order. This is why it is advisable to carry out explicit tests oL the various methods.
B. Variations on the basic explicit SI algorithm
. The explicit SI algorithm (2) is asymmetric in its treatment of p and q. Each stage involves updating p first and then updating q with the current p. It is possible to trivially derive comparable SI algorithms in many cases that involve first updating q, and then updating p with the current q. If the coefficients in Eq. (2) were derived by assuming the generalform H= T(p) + V(q), where T and V are assumed to be arbitrary (differentiable) functions, then it is easy to show that the algorithm
enddo,
is also a' symplectic integrator exact to order 0 ( -1-). [One may easily derive Eq. (3) from Eq. (2) by using canonical transformations 2o that exchange the roles of p and q: P=-p (2) and (3) are not exactly the same, as may easily be checked by explicit calculation for some simple examples. Note also that in Refs. 16(a) and 16(b) slight differences between trajectories generated by the velocity and position VerIet methods were noted. As noted in Sec. II A, position VerIet is' the symplectic leapfrog method. The velocity VerIet is easily seen to be its variation according to Eq. (3). Some researchers also use the term "pseudo-leapfrog" 11 to describe this latter method. Reference 16 showed, for a particular problem, that velocity VerIet was slightly better iIi the limit of small time steps, but positio'n Verlet was a little better in the limit of large time steps. Therefore, depending on the particular model studied, as well as the error tolerance considered acceptable, it is possible one might prefer one or the other of Eqs. (2) (5) p (2)
which is actually the Eq. (3) variation on the symplectic leapfrog method (i.e., velocity Verlet 16 or pseudo-Ieapfrogll), applied with a time step 27. Thus, a formally second-order method is obtained via successive application of the two alternative forms of a first-order method. A similar calculation, but with either of the third-order methods (si3.a or si3.b) of Table I actually yields a fourth-order method. (These latter calculations are algebraically tedious, and are greatly facilitated with a symbolic manipulation program such as MATHEMATICA.2 3 ) Note that Okunbor and SkeeI 15 (b) also developed, within a partitioned Runge-Kutta formalism, similar fourth-order integrators. The alternating procedure can sometimes automafically force a method to be exactly reversible. This is the case if the original SI has coefficients such that b i =aM+l-i (e.g., the third-order method si3.b in Table I ). However, two cautionary notes are in order. First, as we will see in Sec. III below, it does not follow that higher order methods, for a given time step, are superior to lower order ones. In the limit of sufficiently large time steps it is likely that the alternating procedure will be worse than one or the other of its components. Second, it is not generally true that one can gain an extra order of magnitude in the formal error: similar ideas applied to the leapfrog method itself do not yield a method that is higher order. (However, it can be shown that the lowest order error coefficients are reduced.)
C. The Hamiltonian model and related technical details
We model polyethylene as a chain of A = 1000 CH 2 units, with each unit being approximated as a point particle of mass m = 14 amu. Despite neglect of the hydrogen atom dynamics, this type of model has provided useful and experimentally relevant predictions of many aspects of polyethylene.
3 In addition, we have set the system up so that the two end units of the 1000 unit polyethylene chain are bonded to hypothetical infinite mass fixed units-which we will term units 0 and 1001, as shown in Fig. 1 . Units 0 and 1001 are fixed in space and are over 100 nm apart. This type of arrangement could be termed a "nanospring," and could be viewed as one component, e.g., a shock absorber or spacer, of some kind of nanomachine. 4 For a set of A units arranged into a polymer chain, the Hamiltonian H is taken to be with the potential function
The canonical coordinates are the three Cartesian coordinates Xi' Yj, Zi of each atom, and the associated momentapxi' Pyi' Pzj. The potential energy terms correspond to consecutive atom two-, three-, and four-body interactions, and nonbonded interactions. (A single prime indicates the sum is restricted to unique groups of consecutive atoms, and a double prime implies nonconsecutive atom groups.) rij' (Jijk, 'Tijkl are internal coordinates representing the atom-atom distance, the angle between three consecutive atoms, and the torsional (twist) angle between four consecutive atoms, respectively. Potential coupling arises because the internal coordinates are complicated functions of the canonical Cartesian coordinates. 7 A Morse potential is used to describe the consecutive two-body interaction, and Lennard-Jones or exponential functions are used to describe the nonbonded interactions. The angular potential functions involve low order polynomials in the cosines of the corresponding angles. Units 1 and A are assumed to interact with the appropriate fixed units 0 and A + 1 according to the same V 2 potential form used to describe the other interactions.
Hamilton's equations [Eq.
(1)] involve 6000 first-order, nonlinearly coupled differential equations. The explicit functional forms and potential parameters employed may be found in Ref. 3(a) . It is of interest to note that this -3000 mode model has normal mode frequencies ranging from =5 to 1300 cm-I . The initial condition involves positioning all atoms at the (trans) eqUilibrium configuration. The Cartesian momenta components are first selected randomly between -P max and P max' where P max is a suitable upper limit to the momentum. There is then a slight net total momentum which is subsequently subtracted out of the momenta to yield a system with zero center of mass velocity. Thus, the total energy is initially dominated by kinetic energy, which is =210 kcal mol-I. Equating this kinetic energy to (31 2)(AkT) yields an initial temperature of =70 K. Due to the large number of units present, the system quickly (-1 ps) moves away from this nonequilibrium phase point, with the resulting kinetic energy distributions becoming much more like Boltzman distributions. (The mean temperature is then =40 K.) Finally, we should emphasize that such calculations, even with the best integrators we have found (Sec. ill) are computationally quite intensive: a single I ns calculation, depending on the accuracy desired, can take up to one day computer time on an IBM RS6000 Model 580. ' The computational work is taken to be the number of force evaluations.
III. RESULTS
A. Accuracy assessment =cos(t), p(t)=-sin(t).
Berendsen and van Gunsteren1(c) defined a measure of the accuracy of an approximate integrator to be maxClaql), the maximum absolute deviation of the approximate position variable from the exact result over the first two periods of motion, i.e., over O"';;t.,.;;41T. They also considered various quantities related to energy conservation. Over the same time period, they considered the total system energy H(t), whjch~of course is an invariant of the exact solution, and fit the approximate H(t) data to a least-squares line. The slope of the line is termed the energy drift. The root mean square deviation of the H(t) data from the fitted line is termed the noise. We will also consider the more straightforward energy statistics: the time average of H(t), denoted by (H), and the. associated standard deviation lIH= «H2) -(H)2) lI2.
Assessing the accuracy and efficiency of integrators for large MD problems is a difficult task. Back-integration, a standard check in few-body trajectory studies, is both computationally taxing and probably too severe a gauge in the case of the large and chaotic phase spaces typical in MD simulations. (See also discussions of the shadowing lemma.
24
) A crude measure of accuracy is the conservation of relevant constants of motion such as the total system energy in the case of isolated or 'conservative systems. Berendsen and van Gunsteren 1 (c) proposed some simple accuracy tests, based on application to a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. (See also Venneri and Hoover.2 5 ) We will first assess the accuracy and efficiency of the SIs outlined in Sec. II A by using Berendsen and van Gunsteren's approach. Consider a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator with unit mass and frequency. The equations of motion are simply dp/dt=~q and dq/dt=p, and with the particular initial condition q(O) = 1, p(O) = 0, the exact solution is q(t)
The various SIs of Sec. II A were all applied to the harmonic oscillator problem described above, and max(laql), the drift, noise, (H), and lIH were all calculated. Our results are displayed in Table II and Fig. 2 . We also carried out calculations with two popular nonsymplectic integrators: the fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) method,S and the ODE program. 6 RK4 is one of the most frequently used and simplest numerical integrators. It involves four force evaluations per time step; see Ref. 5 for additional details. ODE is a sophisticated (up to twelfth order) Adams predictorcorrector approach that integrates from one time step to the next so as to satisfy certain specified error criteria. ODE utilizes information from many previous time steps, and involves a variable number of force evaluations to satisfy certain error tolerances related to the acceptability of the time step.6 (The error tolerances correspond to measures of the relative and absolute errors. We generally use relative error =absolute error=tol.) Unlike the SIs of Sec; II, or simpler integrators such as RK4, ODE has a significant computer memory requirement equivalent to more than 20 copies of the coordinates and momenta. ODE has been used in previous MD studies of polymer dynamics? and, indeed, it representsinmany ways a reliable, "black box" numerical integrator. However, its memory and computational time requirements make it less well suited to very large scale simulations.
First consider the maxC[aq[) values in Table II . See also Fig. 2 where some of the results are plotted. If one compares all the SIs and the RK4 method one finds, for given computational work, that the si4.b and si4.c SIs generally yield the smallest max(laql) values, i.e., these integrators yield approximate solutions q(t) that deviate the least from the exact result over the time period. Of these two fourth-order integrators, the si4.c method is a little better than si4.b except in the limit of very large time steps. Notice that a higher order integrator is not necessarily better than a lower order one: the si6.a method yielded larger maxClaql) values (for comparable numerical effort) than si4.b and si4.c. (In the limit of smaller time steps, i.e., more computational effort to integrate over the 4'1T time range, it is likely that the si6.a method will become better.) Similarly, the si4.a integrator is not only inferior to the two other fourth-order SIs, but to the thirdorder si3.a and si3.b SIs. A remarkable property of all the SIs is that the energy, while not guaranteed to be a constant of the motion, is very stable. With the exception of the largest time step cases for the' si4.a and si6.a integrators, all energy drifts are on the order of 10-4 (energy/unit time) or much less. The noise too, i.e., the root mean square error about a fitted line passing through the energy data, is also quite small. (The initial total energy is 112, and the noise is always a very small fraction of this value.) The fact that the SI energies fluctuate about an almost horizontal line is also responsible for the usual energy standard deviation U"H being very close to Berendsen and van Gunsteren's energy noise. The U"H (and noise) values for the SIs also tend to parallel the max(laql) accuracy measure.
The situation is a little different for the nonsymplectic integrators we have investigated. The RK4 method yields energies that tend to monotonically drift in time to a much more significant degree than the best SIs (e.g., si4.b and si4.c). It could be argued that one could periodically correct the energy by, e.g., rescaling the velocities, so that energy does not drift too much away from its initial value.
26 For many MD purposes, e.g., the generation of a canonical ensemble,26(a) this is not an unreasonable approach, and methods such as RK4 are probably still quite adequate. In this relation, note that the RK4 energy noise parameter in Table II is also quite small for the two smallest time steps considered. However, the local drift in energy is nonetheless symptomatic of it loss in accuracy: prior to any rescaling, the solution will have deviated from the exact solution, and Table II and Fig. 2 show that this deviation, maxClaql), can be quite large for the RK4 method in comparison with the fourth-order si4.b and si4.c symplectic methods. Indeed, even the third-order symplectic integrators, for the computational work range considered, are better than RK4 in this sense. (This last feature will not be true, however, in the limit of smaller time steps and larger computational work.) The ODE method also suffers from a monotonic drift in the energy when it is repeatedly applied, although this can be significantly diminished by demanding smaller error tolerances. For achieving high accuracy in this simple problem, in fact, Table II shows that ODE is probably the best choiCe of all the methods considered. (However, for reasons given earlier, ODE's complexity tends to make it less desirable for large scale simulations.)
B. Polyethylene results
The results of Sec. IlIA demonstrated in an unambiguous fashion the accuracy and efficiency of the SIs for a simple, analytically solvable, test case. However; actual MD simulations involve considerably more complicated dynamics, and it is therefore worthwhile to examine a more complex example. Calculations were performed using the various SIs in Table I on the 1000 unit polyethylene chain Hamiltonian described in Sec. II C. In our major set of calculations, all trajectories were initiated with the same initial condition as described in Sec. II C, and integrated for a total time of 1 ns using various fixed time steps 'T. Table 1II summarizes our results, and Fig. 3 depicts a subset of our results. It is not possible for this more complex example to develop unambiguous accuracy measures such as the max(laql) pa- 'Total number of force evaluations. bFor all the SIs, the noise, as defined in Sec. ill A, is the same as CF H to one or more significant figures, and so we list only (TH' For RK4 and ODE we also list the noise in brackets, which is always smaller than (TH' rameter discussed in Sec. III A in relation to the harmonic oscillator. However, we can still provide, in addition to the standard energy statistics (H) and (FH, estimates of the energy drift and noise discussed in Sec. III A. The drift and noise parameters give a rough measure of how a trajectory can be losing accuracy locally in time. Actually, in the case of the SIs, the Berendsen and van Gunsteren noise parameter is the same, to one or more significant figures, as (F H' and so only (FH needs to be listed for them in Table III . For the RK.4 and ODE (nonsymplectic) integrators, the noise is always considerably smaller than (FH and is listed in brackets. As noted in Sec. II C, the initial condition represents a nonequilibrium phase point with a relatively large amount of kinetic energy. All trajectories exhibit an initial, fast (picosecond) relaxation to more probable phase space configurations. On the one hand it could be argued that this incubation period is an aberration that should be excluded from consideration; on the other hand, its very nature represents a severe test of the various methods. We will discuss the energetics both including and excluding the initial equilibration period. If the first 1 ps is excluded from consideration, we denote the corresponding energy statistics by (H) t and (Ft. It turns out that (H) t and (H) always agree to two or more significant figures, so only (H) needs to be presented. More substantial differences can occur in the standard deviations and so Table III While it is more difficult to reach truly unambiguous conclusions, Table III and Fig. 3 suggest strongly that many of the conclusions reached for the simple harmonic oscillator example (Sec. III A) hold true in the more complex case. For example, the first broad conclusion to be reached is that the fourth-order si4.c method is probably the best of all the SIs investigated for our problem. For similar computational work, si4.c yields a smaller magnitude mean and standard deviation (or energy noise) than any of the other SIs. The si4.c energy drift, with the minor exception of the si4.b run, is also significantly closer to zero than all other methods.
(Actually, as in Sec. III A, all the SIs yield remarkably small magnitude energy drifts.) Figure 3 displays 10glO(0'1) vs 10glO(work) for several of the SIs to further illustrate some of our points. Okunbur and SkeeI1S(a) also noted the efficiency of si4.c (which they termed "CSS") over the leapfrog method, but Table III and Fig. 3 show that si4.c is even superior, for the time steps considered, to Yoshida's sixthorder integrator si6.a. The si4.b method, although we have not investigated it in as much detail as in Sec. III A, appears to be just slightly inferior to si4.c and is probably for many practical purposes equivalent. H(t) -H(O) for si4.c (7 =0.004 ps) is plotted in ·Fig. 4 as the middle curve, and on this scale appears as an almost horizontal line with H(t)
One reason why si4.c and si4.b may be better than the other methods is that they are also geared to the form of the kinetic energy function (Sec. II A). It is also interesting to examine the behavior of the remaining methods. Consider the first entries of Table III , which correspond to the symplectic leapfrog method (si2.a). Notice that (H)-H(O) can deviate significantly from zero. With si2.a, 7=0.001 ps, e.g., (H) -HCO)--0.35 kcal mol-I, but the standard deviation is just O'H=0.02 kcal mol-I. These results are consistent with an initial, abrupt change in the total energy by "'" -0.35 kcal mol-lover the first ps of motion, followed by a significantly more energetically stable trajectory over the next 999 ps. The standard deviation excluding the equilibration period 0'1 is also smaller than O'H' H(t) -HCO) for this si2.a run is plotted as the lowest curve in Fig. 4 . Significant errors occur in H(t) over the initial 1 ps because the momenta p, which contribute to the 73 error terms, are relatively large. The higher order SIs exhibit such gross errors only in the limit of much higher. time steps. However, close inspection of our data shows that the worse errors still occur in the incubation period. Notice, e.g., that with all the SI methods (including si4.b and si4.c I>O'H' and it is often the case that 0'1 <O'H' Table III also shows a number of other interesting features consistent with our earlier results of Sec. III A. As might be expected, the optimal third-order method si3.b is superior to the si3.a method for all time steps considered here. The fourth-order si4.a method is inferior not only to the two other fourth-order methods, but also to the third-order si3.b method for the time steps considered. However, if one limits comparison to just the other general T SIs (i.e., if one excludes from consideration si4.b and si4.c), the si3.b method appears particularly promising in this case. See, e.g., Fig. 3 (or Table III ) where si3.b appears, in the moderate computational effort limit, to also be superior than si6.a.
), I(H)-H(O)
Of the two nonsymplectic integrators investigated, the ODE method is naturally the best. However it is interesting to note that, for the computational etIorts considered, it cannot maintain energy as well as the SIs. A strength of ODE is that the error tolerance per time step is controlled. Therefore, in contrast to the SIs, ODE does not exhibit larger errors during the equilibration period than any other period of time. However, as repeated time steps are taken, errors accumulate. Figure 4 shows the ODE result for H(t) -H(O) with error tolerance 10-4 and 7=0.002 ps. The energy is seen to increase monotonically in time. Similar, but less dramatic results occur for the higher accuracy ODE runs. We have also experimented with much larger time steps (i.e., less calls to ODE), but the SIs always prove to be more efficient for such long time trajectories. The RK4 results in Table III are less satisfactory: for a relatively large computational effort, the mean energy is 24 kcal mol-1 away from the initial energy, and the standard deviation is huge in comparison with the SI and ODE runs. We attribute its difficulties here to the fact that the present, 1000 unit simulation contains a very broad range of frequencies (Sec. II C), i.e., there is some degree of stitIness 5 in this problem. All of the SIs, even for much less computational work, led to better results. Like ODE, the RK4 energy deviates monotonically from the initial energy. However, notice that the noise parameter of the RK4 calculation, while still much larger than the SI results, is significantly smaller than 0' H' As noted in Sec. III A, periodic adjustments to the energy could possibly be made to correct for energy drifts and for some MD purposes RK4 is probably more than adequate.
It could be argued that Table III does not fairly test the various methods because some of them will deviate more strongly than others in the I ps eqUilibration period, and so that etIectively, at the end of 1 ps, each method is starting with a slightly different initial condition. We therefore also carried out the following numerical experiments. We used the si4.c method, with r=0.001 ps, and integrated the equations of motion for 1 ps, saving the resulting "equilibrated" coordinates and momenta. These coordinates and momenta were then used as initial conditions for all the various methods, and statistics were once again calculated. Since we have seen from our initial set of calculations that all the SIs generate very stable trajectories, it is not necessary to integrate TABLE IV. Total energy statistics for trajectories generated with different integration methods. All trajectories were integrated for a total of 10 ps from the same, equilibrated initial condition (see the text for more details). over a full ns. Rather, each trajectory was integrated for just 10 ps, which served nonetheless to lead to reliable statistics. Nonetheless there is still some extra error that gets introduced into the early stages of these calculations and in a few cases the mean energy is still a little bigger than the standard deviation. (Curiously, the si3.a and si3.b mean energies are =1.3 and 3.7 larger in magnitude in Table IV than in Table  III . This may simply be due to the vagaries of using a slightly different initial condition.) The ODE and RK4 results in Table IV appear significantly better than those in  Table III . This is simply because, as noted above, both these methods lead to a monotonic increase in the magnitude of the total energy with time. Therefore, sampling a time intervall/IOO the original time interval naturally leads to smaller errors. Also notice that while the energy drifts for ODE and RK4 are roughly the same as before, the energy noise values are considerably smaller than before. (However, the RK4 noise is still two orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding si4.c result.) This reflects the fact that nonlinearities in H(t) are more pronounced in the longer time runs than in the short time runs. We also investigated the alternative ways of applying the basic SI algorithm, as discussed in Sec. II B. We did not perfonn an exhaustive study with all the methods and time steps, but examined the si3.b method with 7=0.001 ps. Applying the SI algorithm [Eq. (3)], i.e., the reverse order of the usual approach [Eq. (2)], led to the results we label as si3.b* in Table IV . Aside from the sign of the mean energy, there is very little difference between si3.b and si3.b*, although this conclusion may change when other time steps are considered.
16 Alternating between Eqs. (2) and (3), as suggested in Sec. II B and Ref. 15(b) , led to the results we label as si3.b**. The mean energy and standard deviations are clearly improved. This is not always the case, however. For example, if we initiate the system from the nonequilibrium phase point used in generating Table III , the standard deviations are still much better, but the mean energy turns out to be worse by an order of magnitude. Also, for sufficiently large time steps (and we find 7=0.004 ps in this case), all errors can be significantly larger with this approach. Once again we see that a fonnally higher order method-in this case, si3.b** which, as noted in Sec. II B, is actually a fourth-order method--is not necessarily a better method.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We tested the suitability of a variety of SIs for integrating the classical equations of motion that occur in MD simulations of Hamiltonian systems. We also considered two popular nonsymplectic numerical integrators. Following Berendsen and van Gunsteren, !(e) we compared all the methods in relation to the harmonic oscillator where relatively unambiguous conclusions regarding efficiency and accuracy could be made. We then considered a much more complex problem involving a WOO unit model of polyethylene.
All the SIs, while not guaranteeing energy conservation, yield remarkably stable trajectories with very small energy standard deviations and essentially no significant energy drift. The simple test case results of Sec. III A also atest to the accuracy of these methods. All our results are consistent with the fourth-order si4.c method being the most efficient method of the SIs investigated. One must of course recognize that such conclusions do depend on the time step and accuracy ranges considered. In the limit of very high accuracy, and thus smaller time steps and larger computational burdens, higher order methods such as Yoshida's sixth-order method (si6.a) will become more effective. In the opposite limit of much larger time steps and low accuracy, the second-order leapfrog (or variations of the VerIet method 8 ,16) will be comparable or better than the higher order SIs. The implementation of any of these Slinethods is no more difficult than implementing the VerIet (or leapfrog) method,8,16 and, indeed, one may view si4.c as being a fourth-order extension of the leapfrog method. The si4.b method, while not quite as accurate as si4.c, is also found to be quite reasonable. Part of the reason why these two methods prove to be the best here is that they are also tailored to the specific form of the kinetic energy function. If one is interested in simulations involving other forms for the kinetic energy (but still involving only momenta), the other methods investigated, which do not require a specific form for the kinetic energy, may be of interest. (It should be possible to extend RKN-type SIs, e.g., si4.b and si4.c, to the more general case, although in some caSes the order may change. 12 (c),27) Of the remaining SI methods investigated, the si3.b m~-thod appears tobe quite reasonable.
The nonsymplectic integrators (RK4 and ODE) investigated led to more significant energy drifts than the SIs. As emphasized throughout this paper, however, in some MD applications velocity rescaling 26 techniques could be used to correct for such energy drifts, and thus for many purposes nonsymplectic techniques may be quite adequate. (Indeed, when non-Hamiltonian features are explicitly present in_the dynamical equations, e.g., in Langevin equation dynamics,2 the symplectic property is not relevant.) Nonetheless,the simple test case (Sec. III A) results did show that the RK4 trajectory could deviate significantly more from the exact solution than comparable symplectic trajectories, and this, coupled with all our other results, suggests to us that SI methods (and especially si4.c) should be of use in many molecular dynamics studies of Hamiltonian systems.
While we are satisfied with the results obtained with the SIs studied here, further improvements in the methods would also be welcomed. Since larger errors can occur on the startup of these methods than at later times along trajectories, a more careful study of this feature is called for. Further study of embellishments such as those discussed in Sec. II B would also be helpful. Finally, adaptation of the SIs into multiple time scale approaches 16,19 may also pe a promising avenue. 
